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What is Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)?

 SEM use electrons with shorter wavelength (0.6nm)

Interaction of the electron beam with the sample

instead of light(visible light : 200-750 nm)
 High resolution
 Electrons are injected into the specimen through the
electron gun

 The surface information of the sample is observed
by detecting the secondary electrons mainly among
the electrons generated by the interation between the
electron beam and the sample
 Secondary Electrons (SEs): Electrons emitted from
inelastic scattering with electrons in the k-orbit of the
specimen atom
Two main use of SEM


Topography – Observing the shape of the object surface



Morphology – Observing the shape and size of the particles that compose the object
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Basic structure of SEM
Gun column
1.

Electron gun

•
2.

The gun generates electrons in the filament or

Electron optical site
a.

Condenser Lens (CL)

•

One or two CLs focused the electron beam (Due to s
spreading property of the electron beam)

b.

Objective Lens (OBL)

•

The OBL is directly above the sample to focus the beam and
correlate well with the resolution of the SEM

c.

Site of injection

•

Located between CL and OBL, it is a scanning device that
has two scan coils to deflect the electrons passing through
the condenser lens in the x and y axes.

Sample chamber
1.

Electron detector
•

Typically, Secondary electron(SE) detector is used for SEM,
and images are obtained by detecting SEs,.

2.

Sample stage
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Objective lens
Electromagnetic Lens
Trajectory of electrons passing through the electromagnetic lens

coil

 The electron beam is focused on the object by the electromagnetic lens in SEM, instead of a glass lens
like an optical microscope
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Tungsten filament gun (normal SEM)
Power sourse for
heating filament

Bias voltage

Power sourse for
accelerating the el
ectrons

Accelerating
electrode

electron beam

 Lift time : ~1 month
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Field emission gun (FEG)
High electric fields induce the electrons emission

 FEGs have better resolution than tungsten gun and long life
time (~> 1 yr)
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Schottky Emitter Tip (Thermal field emission)
High resolution and low-noise imaging

(Low work function material)

High brightness Schottky emitter
 high current
 high resolution
 low-noise imaging
 Lift time : 12 – 15 months
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Emitter type

Electron source size

1000 h ~ 1 month

> 1 yr

https://www.microtonano.com/YPS-TFE-emitters-schottky-thermal-fieldemission-sources.php
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Influence of Acceleration Voltage
5 kV

5 kV

25 kV

30 kV

Low

High

 Small penetration depth

 Higher resolution

 Clear surface structures

 Unclear surface structures

 Less damage

 More damage

 Less charge-up

 More charge-up

 Lower resolution
(A guide to Scanning Microscope Observation, Jeol web page 1999)
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Influence of Beam Current

Low
(small aperture)

High
(large aperture)

 Higher resolution

 Smooth image

 Larger depth of focus

 Good signal-to-noise

 Less sample damage

 Lower resolution

 Grainy image

 Smaller depth of focus
 More sample damage (heating)

(A guide to Scanning Microscope Observation, Jeol web page 1999)
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Sample damage by electron beam

• Energy of electron beam  heat

• The increase in temperature depends on
- intensity of electron beam (wattage)
- scan area size
- thermal Conductivity of the sample
- scan time
- etc.
• To prevent damage
- Use low accelerate voltage
- Lower the intensity of electron beam
- Reduce scan time
- Adjust the coating thickness of the sample
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Effect of charge-up
•

Abnormal contrast

•

Shift of image

•

Distortion of image

4 kV

10 kV



In the case of insulator sample, charge-up
phenomenon occurs because electrons do not
escape



Typically, to prevent specimen charge-up
• use low probe current
• use low acceleration voltage
• coat the specimen with metal
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Metal Coating



For electrically non-conductive specimens, metal coating is performed to impart conductivity to
the specimen



Metal coating increases the emission of secondary electrons in the specimen

In case of High Resolution SEM (FE SEM), The following materials are used for coating


Tungsten(W), Chrome(Cr), Platinum(Pt), Carbon(C)
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Contamination
• Contaminants accumulated in the scan area of
the electron beam
- Residual organics in vacuum
- Hydrocarbon
- Oil for vacuum pump or O-ring
- etc.
• The influences of contamination layers
- Decreasing the emission of SEs
 The brightness of the image is reduced
- Contamination layers cover surface structure
 Resolution ↓
- Increasing X-ray absorption of light elements
 Detectability of X-ray analysis ↓
• To prevent contamination
- Preheating of samples (in vacuum)
- Cold trap around the sample
- Keeping clean sample condition
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Manual for use

Specification
Electron Gun

Resolution

High Brightness Schottky Emitter
SE
1.2 nm at 30 keV
In-Beam detector
1 nm at 30 keV
BSE
2.0 nm at 30 keV

Magnification

2x - 1,000,000x (LM)

Accelerating Voltage

200 eV to 30 keV

Probe Current

2 pA to 200 nA

Stage

5-axis fully Compucentric stage

TESCAN MIRA3 LMH
high brightness Schottky emitter
 high current
 high resolution
 low-noise imaging
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Check points

 Check the remaining amount and pressure of
nitrogen gas for pneumaticity( 공 압 용 ) and
venting( 벤 팅 용 ) (inlet(right) gauge of
regulator)
 *Do not adjust the pressure of outlet(left)
guage
 Check room temperature and humidity with a
thermo/hygrometer
 If you see that the above conditions do not
meet, report to administrator
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Arrangement of FE-SEM in GIST college Bldg. C, Room 306-1
Gun Column
• E-gun
• Ion pump (ultra high vacuum ~ 10-11 Torr)
• Lens unit
In-Beam detector
SE detector

Scroll pump ~ mTorr

모니터

Specimen chamber
• Sample stage

•
•

UPS
(Uninterruptible
Power Supply)

Main PC

Vibration isolation system
TMP (10-6 ~10-7 Torr)
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
• Offline (shut down): UPS is to provide short-term power when the input power source fails. (Since
temporary power is discharged within 1 hour, gun power must be turned off before that!)
• Online: UPS protects equipment from all power problems (Voltage spike, sustained overvoltage, wire
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noise, instability of the main frequency, switch change, harmonic distortion and so on)

Detectors: In-Beam detector for enhanced signaling
Standard In-Beam detector fitted inside the column

Standard SE detector

 High SE signals
 Excellent imaging at low voltages : much more surface
topography sensitive
 Excellent imaging at short working distances
 Simultaneous In-Beam SE and In-Beam BE detection
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Starting Microscope



Select your ID and enter “password” in MIRA TC log in window (This window should always be
open for log recording, so be careful not to close it!)
* The ID is issued after passing the user test.



If you enter a password, the
program runs the system self test.



Self test is a step to self-check the
modules and software of the device



If a problem occurs, the selftest
window will tell you the cause of the
problem. * The red ramp turn on
where the problem is. If you see this,
report administrator immediately
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Starting Microscope
 After self test,
MIRATC
main screen appears
FE-SEM
control
 Check the “Vacuum” window at the bottom right

Stage control

System parameter

Detector
Gun
Vacuum

CCD
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Sample loading


Normally, ‘Standby’ button is on if the previous user used correctly



First, check if the sample stage is in the ‘Home’ position (X, Y, Z = 0, 0,
40) in the ‘Stage Control’ panel and check if the stage in position with the

CCD camera.


If the stage is not in the ‘Home’ position, press ‘Home’ button to
move stage to ‘Home’ position on Stage Control panel
* Keep in mind! If the chamber is opned even though the stage is close
to the gun, the sample or sample holder may hit the gun and cause a
serious problems



Press “VENT” button on Vacuum panel, then N2 gas will be injected into
the chamber and the chamber will be in standby.



Carefully open the chamber door slowly backward after the vent is

finished. *Do not force open!


Press the number of the stage you want to load to bring the stage to the
load position on “Stage Control” panel
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Sample loading


Wear polymer or latex gloves



Insert the hex wrench into the tapped hole under the
sample holder and turn the wrench counterclockwise
(CCW) to loosen it (Just turn it slightly enough to pull the
holder out)

extension
holder



Carefully move the sample holder to the chuck
(aluminum box on the table) for the sample using a
sample holder tweezer.

Hex wrench
driver



sample holder tweezer

Attach the sample to the sample holder using carbon
tape (Usually the carbon tape is already attached to the
sample holder)



If you have more than 3 samples, do not move the
sample holders individually, but move the entire

sample holder

extension holder to the chuck and use it.

(You can remove the extension holder by pressing 7 on
“stage Control” panel and then unscrewing the hole
underneath the extension holder in front)
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Sample loading



Put the sample holder or extension holder in place on
the stage, then tighten the screw of the hole to fix them
* However, turning too tightly will damage the sample
holder, so tighten weakly only enough to fix it.



Close the chamber door slowly



Press ‘PUMP’ button on ‘Vacuum’ panel



Push the chamber door lightly by hand until the word
‘pumping’ appears to prevent leaking



Wait for the gauge of column and chamber pressure to

change from red to green on ‘Vacuum’ panel


You can use SEM now!
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Starting SEM image



When ready, ‘BEAM ON’ button is activated on ‘Electron
Beam’ panel



Select the desired beam voltage from the HV index box
on the right side of the ‘BEAM ON’ button and wait until
it reaches the desired voltage
(Normally set to 5-15 kV for viewing SEM image, up to
30kV for e-beam lithography)



If the voltage you want isn’t listed, press ‘HV’ in ‘Info
Panel’ and enter it manually in the Pad panel



Press ‘BEAM ON’ on ‘electron beam’ panel



The gun valve opens with pneumatic sound and the
SEM image appears on the screen.
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Setting



Sometimes screen is dark to see image if the contrast and
brightness may be unfit. In this case, right-click on screen and
press ‘Auto Brightness/Contrast’ button or press the icon

on the right side of the screen to adjust


Right-click on screen and press ‘Minimum Magnification’
button to get full stage view



The detector is basically set as a ‘SE’ detector, and if
necessary, it can be set as an ‘In-Beam SE’ detector on ‘SEM

Detectors & Mixer’ panel
* Do not use ‘BSE’ detector!


If you select ‘A+B’ and set ‘SE’ and ‘In-beam SE’ for each of
the channel A and B, you can use the two detectors

simultaneously to obtain the image.
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Setting


In Scan mode, ‘Continual Wide Field’
should be checked if possible



If you check ‘continual Wide Field’, the
mode will change automatically from
‘RESOLUTION’ to ‘WIDE FIELD’
according to the magnification

Stage Control

①. Stage moving : To move the stage,
- enter a value in the parameter box of X, Y, Z
* Do not enter Z and Tilt value without permission from the administrator
- press the desired stage number
- move the mouse cursor to the desired position on screen and click the wheel
②. Home : The stage moves to the default position (X = 0, Y = 0, Z = 40, Rot = 0, Tilt = 0)
③. Calibrate : Used to correct when stage error occurs. Do not press normally!
④. Stage Memory : Save current stage positon
- If you right-click the number of stage (1~7), you can edit the information about the stage
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Setting


Move the stage so that the sample
appears on the screen.



First, adjust the position roughly in the
‘Stage control’ window, then fine tune to
the desired position by wheel-click
move



Press MAG icon

or keyboard

shortcut ‘m’, then roll the trackball left or
right to adjust the magnification
(You can change sensitivity and adjust
magnification directly on ‘Pad’ panel)

trackball
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Setting


The scan speed on the screen can be
adjusted by rolling the mouse wheel up

and down or by the speed icon


Working distance (WD; beam focal
distance) can be adjusted by rolling the
trackball after pressing the WD icon
or the keyboard shortcut ‘w’



The trackball sensitivity can be
adjusted in the ‘Pad’ panel
(available for all parameters controlled
by trackball)

Sensitivity
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Setting
 After focusing(setting WD), you can adjust the height of the stage with ‘WD

& Z’
(where ‘WD&Z’ value is actually the distance between the sample and the
bottom of the gun.)
 If the stage height is changed with ‘WD&Z’, the WD is adjusted automatically.
 ※ CAUTION : Never change ‘WD&Z’ value unless you have focused the

beam(WD)!!!!
 WD&Z value should be reduced to 5mm to get the SEM image in the
following sequence.
- First, enter 20 into ‘WD&Z’ to raise the stage
- Whenever adjusting ‘WD&Z’, place the mouse cursor on the ‘Stop’ button

until the stage movement is completed to prevent collision between gun and
sample due to malfunction or incorrect input.
If the stage seems too close to the gun, just press ‘stop’ button to stop it
- Adjust WD correctly again.
- Enter 15 into ‘WD&Z’ to raise the stage and adjust WD correctly after
raising
- Enter 10 into ‘WD&Z’ to raise the stage and adjust WD correctly after
raising
- Enter 5 into ‘WD&Z’ to raise the stage and adjust WD correctly after 31
raising

Setting


If you double-click on screen, you will see a yellow box
appear. In this case, only the yellow box is scanned so
you can quickly set WD, stigmator, gun centering, etc.



The yellow box can be resized by dragging with right
mouse button



If you want to rotate image, use one of two following
method.
- Press ‘Rotation’ button on ‘info Panel’ panel, then roll the
trackball or enter the desire value on the ‘Pad’ panel.

- Enter the desire ‘Rot’ value on the ‘Pad’ panel or press
the rotation icons

to rotate the stage.

* ‘Keep view field’ should always be checked
* Be careful not to touch the Tilt. If you tilt by mistake,
press step immediately and report it administrator.
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Sample focusing


Adjust the beam intensity until the spot size has minimum value to get
the best resolution

Wobbler (Beam Cantering) Setting


The step to adjust the beam center



Press the ‘Adjustment’ button on the ‘Electron Beam’ panel, then press the

‘Manual Column Centering’ button


If you see the ‘Manual Centering Wizard’ window, press the ‘next’ button



If the beam center is not right, the screen will oscillate in the direction in
which the beam is biased







Rolling the track ball in the direction of the beam
(=the direction of oscillation) will reduce oscillation
of the screen
Keep adjusting until the oscillation stops
The speed of oscillation can be changed by
adjusting the ‘Wobbler sensitivity
Press the ‘Finish’ button if you want to finish it
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Astigmatism

 Astigmatism: An optical system with astigmatism is one where rays that propagate in two perpendicular
planes have different focus.
 In the case of the electromagnetic lens, astigmatism occurs when the circumferential distribution of the
magnetic field is not circularly symmetric
 The astigmatism can be corrected almost by the stigmator
 Stigmator : The device which adjust magnetic field of electromagnets to correct the astigmatism
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Image distortion by astigmatism
Astigmatism

No astigmatism
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Sample focusing
Adjusting astigmatism (Stigmators)
 Press the STG icon

, Setting parameter on the ‘Pad’ panel change

to ‘Stigmators’
 Roll the trackball right and left (X axis) or up and down (y axis) to adjust
astigmatism
 Adjust the direction the image is stretched
 If you roll the trackball up and down while holding key ‘F11’ of keyboard,
you can only change the stigmators of y axis (one of x axis is fixed)

 If you roll the trackball up and down while holding key ‘F12’ of keyboard,
you can only change the stigmators of x axis (one of y axis is fixed)
 If the image is no longer stretched, adjust WD again
 If you see a stretched image when adjusting WD, adjust stigmators again
1. Adjust x stigmator

2. Adjust y stigmator

1. Adjust WD

4. Perfect!
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Save image
 When optimal focusing is achieved, adjust the scan speed between 4-6.
 Press the save icon

to save

 Slower scan speeds produce clearer image, but too slow can introduce noise
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Measurement



Tools to measure distance, angle, area, circumference and
etc. are provided in ‘Measurement’ window



Measurements can be done on the live screen but not
saved



Usually measurements are taken on an image already

saved.


Right click on the screen and select 'save image' to save
the measurement results.
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Finish measurement


When finish, press ‘Beam on’ to close the gun valve



Lower the ‘Gun voltage’ to 5 kV



Press the ‘Home’ on the ‘stage control’ panel. * Never forget this!



Press the ‘VENT’ button on Vacuum panel



Remove the sample by moving the sample holders to the chuck



Press the ‘PUMP’ button to make vacuum condition



Press the ‘STANDBY’ button after ‘Vacuum ready’



Press the ‘X’ button in the top right corner, then press the ‘Log off’ button *Do not press ‘Exit’ button
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